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Fig.: ECG event training creates confi dence and 
security and produces good ECG quality

Beam® 2 Channel ECG Loop-/ Event Recorder 

Approach: ECG event training in the physician’s offi ce
ECG event training with the Beam® Recorder is an
effi cient, fast and secure way to optimize ECG docu-
mentation. The physician’s medical assistant can de-
monstrate to the patient how to execute a „live data 
transmission“ from the Beam® Recorder to the screen of 
the physician’s PC. Patients are easily familiarized with 
handling the device and are able to record ECG data 
independently. 

Recording events: individual options
The ergonomic design of the Beam® Recorder enables it to
be placed easily on the patient’s chest. ECG event recording is 
started by pressing the Start button. When set to “Loop” mode, 
an ECG can be recorded via the adhesive electrodes 3 minutes 
ahead and up to a maximum of 3 minutes after an event. 
When set to “Event“, the ECG is recorded via the housing 
electrodes, regardless of the presetting. ECG recording time, 
pre- and post-event running time (0-3 minutes) are selected via 
the HMS CS.

Documentation: HMS CS, the analyzer
User-friendly: read-in at the physician’s offi ce
The measurement values recorded are read out via
Bluetooth. Display and documentation of the events
recorded is via the HMS CS, from which the Beam® 
Recorder is also confi gured.

Online communication: fast interface to the physician
Via Bluetooth, the Beam®  Recorder automatically trans-
fers an ECG event by mobile phone to the ehealth databa-
se. This data can then be accessed via a standard browser, 
or the ECG event can be forwarded to the physician’s offi ce 
via email. In this way, the HMS CS data are always up-to-
date. This ensures both optimum reliability and monitoring.

 Beam® 2 Channel ECG Loop-/ Event Recorder: Key data
 • Recording rate: 200 samples/s, 12 Bit resolution
 • Overall dimensions and weight: 91 x 67 x 25 mm / 102 g
 • Memory capacity: 128 events of 15 s (max. 58 minutes)
 • ECG electrodes: housing or cable for Loop/Event
 • Others: 1.5 V battery AAA Mignon, Start button

 Data communication
 • Read-out and communication routine via Bluetooth
 • Event transmission via mobile phone (powered by IEM)
 • Documentation HMS CS or web-ehealth database

Beam® is an ECG Loop-/ Event Recorder for patients for clarifying suspected arrhythmia. When cardiac symptom 
events are unclear, patients themselves are able to record and save ECGs via housing-connected or adhesive 
electrodes. In the physician’s offi ce, the Beam® Recorder can send the recorded ECG 
events to the HMS CS analysis unit via Bluetooth. Alternatively, the ECG events can 
be sent to the physician’s offi ce via mobile phone.
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